ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS


88. 2012  “Religions Share Enduring Values.” World Religions: Belief, Culture, and Controversy. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2011. [Argument essay, introducing the present writer’s “CLEAR Argument Paradigm,” a generative model (based on Stephen Toulmin’s analytical model) to assist students in writing their own arguments: Claim (Position), Limits (Qualifier), Evidence (Reasons, Grounds), Assumptions (Warrants & Backing), and Rebuttal (to objections).]


Academic  http://christopherbuck.com/
Email  buckc@msu.edu
Legal  http://www.pribanic.com/Attorneys/Christopher-Buck.shtml
Email  DrBuck@Pribanic.com
83. 2011 “Bab, Martyrdom of the (July 9).” Religious Celebrations: An Encyclopedia of Holidays, Festivals, Solemn Observances, and Spiritual Commemorations. (1:73–76.)


**Reviews**

- **Nova Religio: The Journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions** 15.3 (February 2012): 139–141. Review by Irén E. Annus (University of Szeged, Hungary): “This volume may be of interest to readers involved not only in Religious Studies, but also in Political Science, History, Intellectual History, American Studies, and Cultural Studies. . . . In the course of the detailed and well-documented analysis of individual religions, Buck reveals a highly elaborate and in-depth picture of the various beliefs, which is indeed impressive. . . . He argues that the original myth and vision of America as a nation was captured by the Protestant notion of manifest destiny. This has been challenged by the other faiths . . . that have transformed the idea of manifest destiny into America’s common destiny. . . . The book is overall a fresh and stimulating cultural reading of some of America’s religions and the complex ways in which their followers make sense of and act in the world.”


  “*Religious Myths and Visions of America* has many strengths. The author has defended his thesis with solid research. He has also made an original contribution to American studies.”
  “This interesting, thoroughly researched scholarly study examines how ten minor religions interpreted America's reality ("nation and notion") and generated numerous religious myths and visions of America. . . . This volume is certainly a welcome addition to the topic of racial, cultural, and ethnic studies. . . . Recommended for comparative ethnic and religion collections.”


  [Features four previously unpublished speeches by Alain Locke: “The Preservation of the Democratic Ideal” (1938 or 1939); “Stretching Our Social Mind” (1944); “On Becoming World Citizens” (1946); “Creative Democracy” (1946 or 1947). Published in 2008.]


Reviews


[This special issue of World Order won the Religion Communicators Council’s 2006 DeRose-Hinkhouse Memorial Award for Excellence in religion communications and public relations (Class B. Periodicals—Single Issue, Magazine, National (B-1)).]
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**LEGAL PUBLICATIONS**

**Legal Studies Publications**

[Academic Academic](http://christopherbuck.com/)
[Legal Legal](http://www.pribanic.com/Attorneys/Christopher-Buck.shtml)
[Email Email](buck@msu.edu)
[Email Email](DrBuck@Pribanic.com)


**LexisNexis Publications**

(Online Legal Research)


**Academic** [http://christopherbuck.com/](http://christopherbuck.com/)
**Email** buckc@msu.edu

**Legal** [http://www.pribanic.com/Attorneys/Christopher-Buck.shtml](http://www.pribanic.com/Attorneys/Christopher-Buck.shtml)
**Email** DrBuck@Pribanic.com


Human Rights Op-Eds


12. 2010  “Iranian Islam, not the Yaran, on Trial in the Court of International Opinion.” Iran Press Watch (Jan. 12, 2010).


6. 2009  “If We are the world, then We are Iran’: Time to Join the Global Day of Action for Iran.” Iran Press Watch (July 25, 2009).
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